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In an era of increased environmental awareness and fuel efficiency 

requirements, rotor sails have emerged as a promising technology for enhancing 
the sustainability of maritime transportation. These innovative sails harness wind 

power to reduce fuel consumption and emissions on a variety of vessels, 

including cargo ships, tankers, and cruise ships. This application note delves 

into the critical role of slip rings in rotor sail systems and highlights the 

advantages of integrating Penlink’s components.

Enhancing Rotor Sail Efficiency
with Penlink’s Slip Rings
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Enhancing Rotor Sail Systems: The Technical 
Significance of Slip Rings

Rotor sails, also known as Flettner rotors or Magnus rotors, are becoming 
increasingly prevalent in the maritime industry. They serve as auxiliary propulsion 

systems, working in conjunction with traditional engines to optimize fuel efficiency 

and reduce environmental impact. Notable success stories in the adoption of rotor 

sail technology underscore their effectiveness in real-world scenarios.

Slip rings are fundamental components within rotor sail systems, enabling these 
sails to rotate freely and transmit electrical power and data. Which enables 

seamless communication between the rotating rotor sails and onboard systems, 

enabling precise control and monitoring.

Besides reliable transmission of signals between sensors and monitoring, rotor 

sails often require lighting systems for visibility and safety, especially during 
nighttime operations. Penlink’s slip rings are ideally suited for facilitating the 

installation and operation of lights on the top of rotor sails.
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Benefits of our Slip Rings 
We have taken a leading role in delivering high-performance slip 
rings tailored to the unique demands of rotor sail systems. Here's 
a closer look at our slip rings:

Video Signals: Our slip rings support the transfer 
of various video signals, including SD-SDI, HD-
SDI, DUAL HD-SDI, and 3G HD-SDI, ensuring 
high-quality video transmission.

Data Bus Systems: We provide seamless 
connectivity for data bus systems such as 
Profinet, Profibus, Ethercat, and 1GB Ethernet, 
enabling efficient data transmission within your 
rotor sail system.

Housing & Material: We offer a wide range of 
different materials for the slip rings. Engineering 
Plastics, Aluminum, Steel, or Stainless Steel.

IP Ratings: Our slip rings are available with IP 
ratings up to IP67, providing dust and water 
resistance. The appropriate IP class can be 
determined in collaboration with Penlink during 
the design phase to meet the intended 
application's environmental conditions.

Integrated fiber: In addition to traditional 
electrical transmission, we have the option of 
integrating fiber optics into the slip ring. 

The fiber enable high-speed data transfer, which 
is a crucial requirement for real-time monitoring 
and control in modern maritime applications. By 
integrating fiber you significantly reduce signal 
loss over long distances, ensuring that data 
arrives intact and ready for analysis.

Current Range: Our slip rings support a wide 
current range, from 2A up to 400A per circuit, 
ensuring they meet the power demands of your 
system.

Connectors: For added convenience and 
versatility, our slip rings can accommodate a 
wide range of connectors available on the 
market. Additionally, we offer the option to 
integrate connectors directly into the slip ring 
design, providing an easy-to-replace solution 
when needed.
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Technical Advancement and Precision Engineering

At Penlink we are committed to advancing the technical capabilities of rotor 

sail systems through precision engineering. Our expertise in slip rings, and 
related components ensures that your projects operate at the highest level of 

efficiency and reliability.

By choosing Penlink, you are selecting a partner deeply rooted in technical 
excellence. Our solutions are meticulously designed to meet the specific 

demands of maritime applications, allowing you to optimize performance 
while minimizing environmental impact.

Should you require further information or wish to discuss how our 

components can be tailored to meet your exact requirements, please do not 
hesitate to contact us.

Get in touch with us today to start 
your next project!


